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Row 1: Lester Farnher, Bob Hammer, Jeff Gannett, Steve Wunderbottom
Row 2: Marvin Morey, Don Muskept, Frank Reynolds

Row 1: Burnell Koeberl, Dan Blum
THE BOYS FROM SYRACUSE

Book by George Abbott
Music and Lyrics by Rodgers & Hart
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THE SEAGULL
Anton Chekhov
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James Flynn
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SUMMER 33
MISS JULIE
August Strindberg
Carol Kahler
John Hooker
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Upjohn

meeting needs of people around the world ...through research
Your mug, your text book, your rubber band, your pen, your pantyhose, your calculator, your shampoo, your tablet, your eraser, your superbox, your jigsaw puzzle, your pencil, your poster, your T-shirt, your banana, your gym shorts, your album, your typewriter ribbon, your “leisure time” your reading book, your aspirin, your lab coat, your ring, your decal, your scotch tape, your jacket, your umbrella,

Your friends,
Your Bookstore
The Bozo Brigade: Jeff Townsend, Craig Hodges, Jon Rosenbaum, Tom Neubig, Jeff Holt, Ken Hill, Jim Pickett
THE BACCHAE

Euripides

John Hooker
Paul Guenette
Michael House
Randy Knolle
Tom Johnston
Dave Fultz
Kenneth Hill
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LOVE-GIRL

Alexander Solzhenitsyn
foreign study
winter
Coral Gables HAS IT ALL!

Coral Gables

the best for dancing, drinking, listening to top entertainment, or just having fun!

Bathskellar

good folk entertainment for easy listening in a relaxed atmosphere

ILForno Restaurant

for a meal, snack, sandwich, or the best pizza around. open daily 11 am complete take-out service

1345 Kings Hwy • 343-1587

THE PICKLE BARREL

COCKTAILS

OPEN DAILY 11 AM TIL 2 AM

Kalamazoo's Most Complete Game Room

THE Grotto

504 Riverview

Van Wert: basketball; Row 1: Doug, Teddick, Tom Wickersham, Robert Bittner, Alex. Dewitt, Pat Carvingham (Captains). Row 2: Vandersande, Chris, Sobole, Dunnedlamer, Row 3: Bud, Bowman, Ray, Stetson, Kevin York, Dave, Kennis, Harley Pierce, Andy, Noble, Rob, Dentzman (Captain), Mark, Jackson, Al Marks, Dave Binder

Manha Schwaik (Captain), Myra Selby, Lee Manser, Kathy Sinclair, Stacy Buckle, Patty Schaus, Tom Harmon
Scapin

A farce by Molière

Presented
for the first time
in the
Palais Royal
May 24th 1671

Nancy Bradshaw
Tom Cooperman
Gary Foster
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Rick Grosh
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David Preston
Liz Rockelman
Jim Rosen
Ed Ungemach
Kathy Zetye
The Bozo Brigade: Rick Holman, Craig Hodges, Jeff Holt, Tom Neubig, David Huff, Barney Goldstein, Kevin McCarthy, Ken Hill, Jeff Townsend, Tom Morrison, Richard Grosh, James Pickett.
Then, as now,

Plain, Simple and Honest.
CUB Canoe Trip
MRS. WARREN'S PROFESSION
George Bernard Shaw
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